Scholarship System – Student Instructions

*PREFERRED BROWSER INTERNET EXPLORER*

1. Login to WINS
2. Click UWW Applications → Scholarships → Scholarship Search

3. From here, you are able to search scholarships based on College, Scholarship Name and specific scholarships you are eligible for (some scholarships have certain requirements such as major and GPA).
4. In search results, you are able to click on each scholarship to obtain more details on the scholarship and instructions on how to apply.

**ONCE YOU SUBMIT AN APPLICATION YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE ANY CHANGES**

5. To view your applications, visit the left navigation panel in WINS. UWW Applications → Scholarships → My Applications.

From here you can search by academic year or leave blank to view all of your applications.

QUESTIONS?
For information about a specific scholarship, a contact person is listed on each scholarship detail page. For general, non-technical questions about this Web site, contact Joette Mather at the UWW Foundation.